Endodontic Treatment of Single Rooted Maxillary First Molar with C Shaped Canal Configuration
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Abstract

The C shaped canal configuration is an anatomic variant most commonly seen in mandibular second molars. The presence of this configuration in a single rooted maxillary permanent first molar is rare. This case report describes the endodontic management of a single rooted infected maxillary first molar having a c shaped root canal configuration.
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Introduction

The basic objectives of endodontic therapy include a thorough cleaning and debridement of the fine intricacies of the root canal system followed by complete obturation to provide a an apical and coronal seal. Anatomic variations in the morphology of the root canal system often complicate endodontic treatment. Treatment failure may occur if the clinician fails to recognize these variations and treat them accordingly.

Generally, it is accepted that the maxillary first permanent molar has three roots- the palatal, mesiobuccal and distobuccal and four canals - one each in the palatal and distobuccal and two canals in the mesiobuccal root [1]. Rare cases of single rooted conical maxillary first molars [2,3] and maxillary first molars having a c shaped canal configuration [4,5] have been reported in literature, but the presence of a c shaped canal in a single rooted maxillary first molar has not been reported.

Cooke and Cox in 1979 were the first to report the presence of c shaped canals. The cross sectional morphology of these roots and root canals has a "C- shape". In such cases, instead of separate canal orifices, there is a single ribbon shaped opening with a 180°arc [6].

Case Report

A 37 year old female patient reported to the clinic with a complaint of pain in the upper right back tooth region. The pain was spontaneous in onset, throbbing in nature, aggravated on chewing and radiated to the temple. The patient had taken an NSAID to relieve the pain, but the symptoms were relieved only temporarily. Clinical examination revealed a deep carious lesion with the tooth 16. The tooth was tender on vertical percussion. Nothing abnormal was detected on periodontal evaluation. Thermal and electrical pulp vitality tests were negative.

A preoperative periapical radiograph (Figure 1) revealed a radiolucency involving the pulp and periapical widening. The radiograph also indicated that the tooth had a single, fused root. Additional radiographs were taken at 30° mesial and distal angulations to confirm the presence of a single root. A final diagnosis of irreversible pulpitis with apical periodontitis was made.

Local anesthesia was administered and the access cavity was prepared. The pulp chamber was very large and profuse bleeding was encountered. The coronal pulp was excavated using a small spoon excavator to reveal the pulp chamber floor. The chamber floor showed the presence of a single c shaped orifice in the centre of the root (Figure 2). The chamber was further explored with a DG 16 explorer to identify any additional orifices, however, no other orifices were located.

The single c shaped orifice formed a 180° arc extending from the palatal to the distobuccal aspect of the tooth. A fin of pulp tissue was present extending throughout the length of the root, connecting the fused palatal and distal roots.

The root canal was initially negotiated with a no. 15 K file, the pulp tissue was removed. Two files were placed in the root canal, but they converged at a single point. The absence of additional canals was confirmed using multiple angulated radiographs. A single file passed unobstructed from one end of the orifice to the other- indicating the presence of a continuous c shaped canal (Figure 3). The working length was calculated using Ingle’s technique and confirmed with an apex locator.

Figure 1: Preoperative radiograph.
The canal was biomechanically prepared using hand and rotary Protaper files. 3% Sodium hypochlorite solution and normal saline were used for irrigating the canals between files and the canal was finally rinsed with 17% EDTA solution. A calcium hydroxide based intra canal medicament was placed in the canal and the access cavity was sealed temporarily using Cavit. The patient was recalled after one week. She was prescribed analgesics and antibiotics during this period.

A week later the patient was asymptomatic and the root canal was dry. Master cone radiograph was taken (Figure 4) and Obturation was done using Protaper gutta percha cones and cold lateral compaction. AH Plus root canal sealer was used (Figure 5). The access cavity was then restored with composite resin and a full coverage restoration was planned.

Discussion

A thorough knowledge and respect of the intricate root canal anatomy along with meticulous cleaning and debridement are the keystones of successful endodontic therapy. Anatomic variations within the root canal system are a challenge for the dental practitioner. Extra roots, missed canals, variable morphology, ramifications, isthmus etc result in an incomplete cleaning and disinfection of the pulp space [7]. This may lead to treatment failures.

In multi rooted teeth, the presence of additional canals is more commonly reported; however, sometimes fusion of the roots occurs resulting in fewer canals [2]. This anatomic variation has to be confirmed using various angulated radiographs. The pulp chamber in such cases should be thoroughly inspected for any additional canals.

In 2006, Gopalkrishna et al. had reported the presence of a single rooted maxillary first molar [2]. They confirmed the root canal morphology using spiral CT. Chabbra et al. [2] reported a similar case, and CBCT was used to confirm morphology [8]. The key feature of a C-shaped canal is a fin or web which forms a connection between individual root canals. This configuration is generally associated with conical or square roots [6].

In the presented case, the maxillary first molar had a single conical root with a C-shaped canal configuration. The C extended from the palatal to the distobuccal aspect of the tooth. The presence

Figure 2: Access opening.

Figure 3: Working length radiograph.

Figure 4: Master cone radiograph.

Figure 5: Post obturation radiograph.
of c shaped canals is most commonly associated with mandibular 2nd molars [6]. Cases involving the mandibular first molars [9], mandibular and maxillary 3rd molars [10], and maxillary first molars have been described. In 1984, the first case of a c shaped canal in a maxillary molar was reported by Newton and McDonald [11]. De Moor [12] published a paper about the shaped root canal configuration in maxillary molars. He concluded that the presence of c shaped canals in maxillary molars was very rare- the incidence being 0.091%. His article also mentioned that the c shaped canal configuration generally occurred in the distal portion of the pulp chamber. A c shaped canal may be suspected if radicular fusion is evident on preoperative radiographs. Additional angulated radiographs are necessary. A final diagnosis can only be made after access cavity preparation. The pulp chamber is large occluso- cervically with a low bifurcation. Two distinct orifices may be probed initially, which may be linked by a wide or fine isthmus- forming the typical c configuration. Biomechanical preparation of a c configuration requires utmost care- so as not to over instrument and cause strip perforations. Also, the central fin needs to be thoroughly debrided. Copious irrigation is essential and ultrasonic activation of irrigants is recommended. Complete Obturation of the canal is difficult to achieve. Lateral compaction with sealer and heated spreaders or use of thermoplastised gutta percha is indicated. Conclusion Variations in root canal anatomy are rare. These however should not be overlooked- regarding the prognosis of endodontic therapy. Cases of the maxillary first molar with varied no. of root canals and internal anatomy have been reported [2,3,8,12]. But, the presence of a c shaped canal in a single rooted maxillary molar has not been documented so far. A thorough knowledge of the internal anatomy, with a keen eye for variations is necessary for the success of therapy. Early recognition of morphological variations is essential. This is aided by using additional angulated preoperative and intra-operative radiograph.
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